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Characteristics of good data collection used with permission - "Tuning and 
Monitoring Database System Performance" by Steve Reese (pg.18)
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Why do I differentiate between the two?
Because one shows we are broken, another shows how we got to the broken 
state.
So monitor on all, but alert on few.
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These are metrics I traditionally try to record for a historical period of time. 
Allows for capacity planning, shows behavior changes after a release, and 
allows you to go back and troubleshoot after a problem starts.
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ARSS (at a database level): ROWS_RETURNED/SELECT_SQL_STMTS

Script to Determine ARSS and IREF at the DISCOVER.DB2 repository of my 
GitHub Account:

DiscoverDB2/IREF.sql -
https://github.com/MKrafick/DiscoverDB2/blob/master/IREF.sql
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Notice that in this 7 hour period, one sub-second SQL executed so much that it 
consumed 44% of the CPU during that time period.
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Normally a cost of 13 Timerons wouldn’t make a DBA even blink with 
concern, but the IREF shows it as a red flag and Brother-Panther can show 
how it consumes CPU.
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YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/DiscoverDB2
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If there is a significant percentage jump, especially if it is sustainable, 
Investigate root cause. It’s these metrics that cause me to go back and compare 
to (or look for a pattern in) historically captured performance data.
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A dashboard can be tied into a tool backend like DBI’s Brother Panther, to data 
collection from homegrown scripts, or from the Dashboard tool itself. 
However, be careful of footprint on the database. Repetitive SQL in an 
inefficient manner against old and deprecated tables can be dangerous.
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“DB2 Workload Manager as a Monitoring Solution” by Abhik Roy:
https://datageek.blog/2015/02/10/db2-workload-manager-wlm-as-a-
monitoring-solution-understanding-wlm-part1-of-3/
https://datageek.blog/2015/03/17/db2-workload-manager-wlm-as-a-
monitoring-solution-how-to-set-up-wlm-part-2-of-3/
https://datageek.blog/2015/04/07/db2-workload-manager-wlm-as-a-
monitoring-solution-analyzing-wlm-information-part-3-of-3/
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“Emulating data reset with the new DB2 9.7 monitoring table functions” by 
Scott Walkty:
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/techarticle/dm-
1009db2monitoring1/
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Alerting is reserved for the pain, where our historical data capture shows how 
we got there.
It helps you correlate the butterfly effect. We stepped on one butterfly 
(network latency) which caused a locking issue that would not otherwise be 
there.
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Can be downloaded via developerWorks at this link: http://tinyurl.com/ldxlarw
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This is a snapshot in time based on your wait interval.
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This is real time and continuously update.
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Multiple LOCK Queries in Triage repository of my GitHub Account:
MKrafick/Triage - https://github.com/MKrafick/Triage
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Screenshot used with permission –datageek.blog (Ember Crooks)
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Tablespace State Hook available at the DBMonitoring repository of my 
GitHub Account:

DiscoverDB2/BAD_TABLESPACE_HOOK.sql -
https://github.com/MKrafick/DBMonitoring/blob/master/BAD_TABLESPAC
E_HOOK.sql

Hexadecimal Values and various states can be found here – Knowledge 
Center: Tablespaces States
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_10.5.0/com.ibm.db2
.luw.admin.dbobj.doc/doc/c0060111.html
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Diag Parsing Script available at the DISCOVER.DB2 repository of my GitHub 
Account:

DiscoverDB2/PARSE_DIAG.ksh -
https://github.com/MKrafick/DiscoverDB2/blob/master/PARSE_DIAG.ksh

Discover.DB2 Video (16:05) ”Exploring the Db2 Error Log” -
https://youtu.be/EOZrJUludRE

Note:
Db2diag.log is normally found $INSTHOME/sqllib/db2dump

DIAGLEVEL:

0 – No diagnostic data captured
1 – Severe errors only
2 – All errors
3 – All errors and warnings
4 – All errors, warnings and informational messages
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Notice the comment:
“Table Space states change when a backup is taken, the load completes ….”
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YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/DiscoverDB2
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Krafick’s Github - https://github.com/Mkrafick
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Krafick’s Github - https://github.com/Mkrafick
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